In this paper, mullite was adopted in order to absorb Palmitic Acid (PA) via a direct impregnation method. The prepared PA/mullite form-stable phase change materials (FSPCM) were systematically characterized by the Leakage Test (LT), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC), Thermogravimetry (TG) and Cooling Curve Method (CCM). The results indicated that, among these composites with different mass fractions of PA, the sample with the 32 wt % Palmitic Acid has the best properties without any leakage. The enthalpy of 32%PA/68%mullite FSPCM is 50.8 J/g for melting process, and 58.3 J/g for solidifying process. The phase change point of 32%PA/68%mullite FSPCM is 64.1 • C for melting and 58.7 • C for solidifying. The heat storage efficiency of the PA/mullite FSPCM was enhanced considerably by adding mullite. The leakage and thermal properties of PA/mullite FSPCM were discussed and the performance of the FSPCM has been apparently improved.
Introduction
With the rapid growth of the world's population and economy, energy storage technology is increasingly important. Due to the high latent heat capacity and small temperature variation during phase change process, phase change materials (PCM) have lately attracted extensive interest for thermal energy storage [1] [2] [3] [4] . PCM, which is mainly applied in thermal energy storage (TES), is usually divided into organic, inorganic and composite materials. Organic PCMs are mainly paraffin wax, fatty acid and polymer, while inorganic PCMs mainly include hydrated salt, metal, and so on [2] . Compare to other PCMs, there are almost no supercooling and phase separation problems in organic PCMs [5, 6] . Hence, organic PCMs are more widely used in TES. However, the leakage and low thermal conductivity of organic materials during the phase change process have greatly hindered the application of PCM [7, 8] .
In order to overcome the two major challenges of organic PCMs, many scholars have paid more attention on the form-stable phase change materials (FSPCM) in the past few years, in which some kinds of porous materials were introduced to absorb PCM. Among these porous materials for fabricating FSPCM, the clay mineral-based FSPCM has emerged as an interesting candidate for the reasons below [2] . On one hand, some clay minerals have outstanding pore structure, which provides much space for organic materials to be easily absorbed. During this process, the PCM can be limited into the pore structure of clay minerals even if the PCMs become liquid when heated, so the leakage problem can be avoided [9] [10] [11] . On the other hand, because of the relatively high thermal conductivity of clay mineral, the overall thermal conductivity of clay mineral-based FSPCMs will be enhanced conspicuously [10, 12, 13] . The clay minerals, which are used as the supporting materials to prepare FSPCM, are commonly diatomite [14] , attapulgite [15] , perlite [16, 17] , vermiculite [18] , kaolinite [19] , montmorillonite [20] , etc. This is because the porosity of diatomite is quite high, and can reach up to 90% [21] , expanded vermiculite and perlite have significant pore structures [22] and attapulgite has a remarkable specific surface area (300-600 m 2 ) [23] . Mullite, a heated product of clay mineral-kaolin, has a lot of advantages such as a nontoxic, developed pore structure; low cost, superior mechanical strength; and relatively high thermal conductivity, whose character is even better than some other clay minerals [8, 10, 13] . The thermal properties of the clay mineral-based FSPCM are well proved after being investigated. Therefore, mullite could be a quite great candidate for the supporting material of PCM. However, there are only a few scholars who have researched the mullite-based FSPCM in the literature [24] [25] [26] .
Among the all PCMs, fatty acids (FAs) have high latent heat of transition, as well as very small volume change, mostly no supercooling, and are nontoxic and producible from renewable resources [27] . Due to the proper phase change point (about 60 • C), palmitic acid (PA) is quite suitable FA to fabricate the mullite-based FSPCM [28] . As far as the authors know, PA/mullite FSPCM has not been fabricated and characterized in any other literature till now.
Thus, in the present work, PA/mullite FSPCMs are fabricated to research the thermophysical properties. The chemical compatibility of PA/mullite composites was characterized by the Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy and the microstructure was researched using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The thermal properties and thermal stability were subsequently tested using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), the Cooling Curve Method (CCM) and Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA).
Experimental Section

Materials
Mullite, which was produced by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China) was employed as the supporting material, while Palmitic Acid (PA, phase change point is about 60 • C), also provided by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China), acted as PCM.
Preparation of PA/Mullite FSPCM
The PA/mullite FSPCM were prepared via direct impregnation method [13, 29] . PA can be absorbed into the interlayer spacing [10, 18] due to the developed interlayer spacing in the porous mullite [25, 26] . In order to increase its porosity of supporting material, the mullite was preprocessed at 105 • C for 12 h in the baking oven for dehydration before the fabrication of PA/mullite FSPCM. PA was then heated to the temperature of 80 • C in the water bath, which is higher than its phase change point, and the liquid PCM was injected into preprocessed mullite to fabricate the FSPCM.
Six PA/mullite composites, whose weight fraction of PA varied from 30% to 70% with an interval of 10%, were firstly prepared in this experiment. The preparation process is exhibited in Figure 1 . As shown obviously in Figure 1a -d, PA cannot be absorbed fully by mullite, and there is liquid PA left in the beaker. However, in Figure 1e , there is no leakage in the beaker even if the ambient temperature exceeds the melting point of PA. In order to obtain the optimal percentage of PA/mullite FSPCM, another four composites were then fabricated, in which the weight fraction of PA varied from 30% to 40% with a smaller interval of 2%. All the samples are marked according to Table 1 As shown in Figure 2 S-2-1~S-2-3, of which the loading of PA was 38 wt %, 36 wt % and 34 wt %, showed an obvious deformation, indicating that they could not be regarded as form-stable PCMs. On the other hand, S-2-4, containing 32 wt % PA, demonstrated good stability without any leakage. Additionally, as can be seen from Figure 2h , there was no imprint left in the filter, while in Figure 2e -g there was a noticeable imprint left. The experimental phenomenon in Figure 2e -h further confirmed that 32%PA/68%mullite is the optimal percentage of the composites. Hence, we could conclude that the PA/mullite composites possess excellent form-stability when the loading of PA is 32 wt %. As shown in Figure 2 S-2-1~S-2-3, of which the loading of PA was 38 wt %, 36 wt % and 34 wt %, showed an obvious deformation, indicating that they could not be regarded as form-stable PCMs. On the other hand, S-2-4, containing 32 wt % PA, demonstrated good stability without any leakage. Additionally, as can be seen from Figure 2h , there was no imprint left in the filter, while in Figure 2e g there was a noticeable imprint left. The experimental phenomenon in Figure 2e -h further confirmed that 32%PA/68%mullite is the optimal percentage of the composites. Hence, we could conclude that the PA/mullite composites possess excellent form-stability when the loading of PA is 32 wt %. 
Characterization Techniques
The Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were inspected by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR, Nicolet is5, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) to study the chemical structure of the composites, whose wavenumber region of FTIR spectra ranged from 400 cm −1 to 4000 cm −1 , with a resolution of 2 cm −1 using KBr pellets. To investigate the chemical compatibility between PA and mullite, X-ray diffraction (XRD, D/max-rB, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) were collected in the 2θ range 4 • -50 • using Ni-filtered Cu K a radiation (λ = 0.1541 nm) and operating at 40 kV and 40 mA with a scanning rate of 4 • /min. The method of Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, Phenom ProX, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, operating voltage: 3 kV) was utilized to investigate the impregnation morphology of PA, mullite and PA/mullite FSPCM. The phase change point and latent heat of PA and PA/mullite were researched by the Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC, Q100, TA, New Castle, DE, USA). The testing temperature was between 25 • C (room temperature) and 90 • C, while the heating rate was 10 • C per minute and the samples were under nitrogen. The temperature fluctuation was ±0.1 • C and the accuracy of DSC was 0.1 µW.
The thermal stability of PA and PA/mullite FSPCM was studied by Thermal Gravimetric Analyzer Instrument (TGA, Q600, TA, New Castle, DE, USA) and the operating temperature ranged from 25 • C (room temperature) to 600 • C with a heating rate of 20 • C/min. The cooling curve of PA/mullite composites was investigated by Paperless Recorder (PR, ECR7100, Yikong, Hangzhou, ZJ, China), which can record the temperature variations of the PA/mullite mixtures. For investigating the thermophysical properties of PA/mullite composites, 10 g composite for each sample was loaded into the centrifuge tube. In addition, the temperature ranged from 25 • C (room temperature) to 90 • C for the heating process and 90 • C to 25 • C for the freezing process, respectively. During the whole process, the temperature data were recorded by the paperless logger.
Results and Discussion
Chemical Compatibility of the PA/Mullite FSPCM
The chemical compatibility between PCM and the supporting material is critical for the application of the composites [30, 31] . Therefore, the FTIR spectrum and the XRD patterns of PA, mullite and the selected PA/mullite FSPCM were investigated and showed in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3a , the strong peaks at 2917 and 2860 cm −1 in the spectra of the PA are the asymmetric and symmetric vibration of -CH 3 and -CH 2 group, while the band at 1702 cm −1 stands for the C=O stretching vibration, the peak at 1071 cm −1 signifies the C-O stretching vibration [28] . The wide peak between 1000 and 1200 cm −1 in the spectra of mullite may be ascribed to the Al-O and Si-O stretch vibration [32] . As shown in Figure 3a , all the characteristic peaks of PA and mullite appear and no new peaks emerge in the FTIR spectra PA/mullite FSPCM. Figure 3b shows the XRD patterns of PA, mullite and PA/mullite FSPCM. We can see from the picture that PA has two sharp peaks at 21. Comparing the diffraction peak of the composite with the components, the composite does not show any new peaks and peak position movement. By combining the results of FTIR spectra and XRD patterns, we can conclude that the composites are a physical combination of PA and mullite, and the chemical compatibility of the selected FSPCM is very good.
16.4°, 26.2° and 40.8°. Comparing the diffraction peak of the composite with the components, the composite does not show any new peaks and peak position movement. By combining the results of FTIR spectra and XRD patterns, we can conclude that the composites are a physical combination of PA and mullite, and the chemical compatibility of the selected FSPCM is very good. Figure 4 showed the SEM images of pure PA, mullite and the selected PA/mullite FSPCM. As demonstrated in Figure 4 , mullite have an irregular flake structure, and their particle sizes are heterogeneous, this feature resulted in the irregularity of thermophysical properties of composites [10, 33, 34] . Figure 4c shows the anomalistic morphology of PA/mullite FSPCM. As we can see from Figure 4 , the FSPCMs were prepared successfully, in which the PA was adsorbed on the surface of mullite. 
The Microstructure of the PA/Mullite FSPCM
Thermal Properties of the PA/Mullite FSPCM
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The phase change point and latent heat of PA/mullite FSPCM are two key parameters for its application. Thus, the PCM selected to prepare the FSPCM should have a proper phase change point and sufficiently high enthalpy. The melting temperature and latent heat of the chosen PA were measured by DSC method as 64.4 °C and 211.8 J/g, respectively. As shown in the DSC curves in Figure  5 , the other two samples have steady phase change behavior just like the pure PA. The thermal properties of the composites obtained from the DSC are also presented in Table 2 . 
The phase change point and latent heat of PA/mullite FSPCM are two key parameters for its application. Thus, the PCM selected to prepare the FSPCM should have a proper phase change point and sufficiently high enthalpy. The melting temperature and latent heat of the chosen PA were measured by DSC method as 64.4 • C and 211.8 J/g, respectively. As shown in the DSC curves in Figure 5 , the other two samples have steady phase change behavior just like the pure PA. The thermal properties of the composites obtained from the DSC are also presented in Table 2 . As the Table 2 shows, the prepared PA/mullite composites including S-1-1, S-1-4, S-2-4 melt at 64.4 °C, 64.1 °C and 64.1 °C, and stored latent heat of 211.8, 80.1 and 50.8 J/g, respectively, while the solidifying temperature and latent heat of the three samples were 60.08 °C, 58.4 °C, 58.7 °C and −211.2, −88.4, −61.3 J/g, respectively. Pure PA has a supercooling degree of 4.3 °C, while the S-1-4 and S-2-4 have the supercooling of 5.7 and 5.4, respectively. The phase change point of the fabricated PA/mullite FSPCMs makes them have a great application prospect for an indoor hot water system. Moreover, after impregnating the PA to the mullite, the prepared preferred PA/mullite composite can be form-stable, compared to the pure PA, due to capillary force and surface tension, which is also mentioned in other PCM composites by some scholars [3, 8, 10, 35] .
Compare to pure PA, the enthalpy of PA/mullite FSPCM is lower than the theoretical value. On one hand, the mass fraction of PA decreases in the PA/mullite FSPCM, which lowers the enthalpy of the composites. On the other hand, the decrease in the latent heats should also be attributed to the crystallization value (CV) of PA in the composites, which are greatly influenced by the supporting material [3] . The mullite in the PA/mullite FSPCM might stop PA from crystallizing fully, therefore the CV of PA declines to some extent, which also can make the thermal properties of the composites decrease. The CV value of PA is calculated using the equation [3, 8] below:
where ∆ and ∆ are the enthalpy of pure PA and the composite, respectively and stands for the mass fraction of PA. All the CV values of PA/mullite composites listed in Table 2 were calculated according to this equation. The CV of S-1-4 and S-2-4 were 83.7% and 86.3%, respectively.
In order to investigate the reliability of PA/mullite FSPCM, the 150-cycle experiment was conducted. As shown in Figure 6 , no significant difference can be observed in the picture after thermal cycles, indicating the FSPCM has great thermal reliability and a long life cycle [31] . As the Table 2 The phase change point of the fabricated PA/mullite FSPCMs makes them have a great application prospect for an indoor hot water system. Moreover, after impregnating the PA to the mullite, the prepared preferred PA/mullite composite can be form-stable, compared to the pure PA, due to capillary force and surface tension, which is also mentioned in other PCM composites by some scholars [3, 8, 10, 35] .
where ∆H pure and ∆H composite are the enthalpy of pure PA and the composite, respectively and β stands for the mass fraction of PA. All the CV values of PA/mullite composites listed in Table 2 were calculated according to this equation. The CV of S-1-4 and S-2-4 were 83.7% and 86.3%, respectively.
In order to investigate the reliability of PA/mullite FSPCM, the 150-cycle experiment was conducted. As shown in Figure 6 , no significant difference can be observed in the picture after thermal cycles, indicating the FSPCM has great thermal reliability and a long life cycle [31] . 
Thermal Stability of PA and PA/Mullite FSPCM
Thermal stability is also the critical performance to be considered for choosing PCM, which means that a newly-built FSPCM should be thermally durable when the ambient temperature exceeds its operating temperature. Therefore, fabricated PA/mullite FSPCM was investigated by Thermogravimetry (TG) analysis to test the thermal stability of the prepared PA/mullite composites. The obtained curves of mullite, pure PA and selected PA/mullite FSPCM are shown in Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 7 , there is about 28.19% weight loss of PA/mullite FSPCM even if the ambient temperature exceeds 600 °C, while PA almost lost all the weight when the heating temperature was up to 400 °C. In addition, when the temperature reached 200 °C, there was almost no weight loss of the composites, representing that the thermal stability of the PA/mullite FSPCM is much better than the pure PA. 
The Cooling Curve of the PA/Mullite FSPCM
The cooling curve of PA/mullite composites was researched and is demonstrated in Figure 8 . The curves of Figure 8 exhibit that the melting and cooling rate of PA/mullite FSPCM was relatively high compared with pure PA. It took the pure PA about 15 min to accomplish the melting process 
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Conclusions
The PA/mullite FSPCM has been fabricated by the direct impregnation method. The chemical compatibility, morphology and thermophysical properties of PA/mullite FSPCM have been systematically investigated by FTIR, XRD, SEM, DSC, TGA, CCM. The FTIR and XRD results demonstrate that the chemical compatibility of PA/mullite FSPCM is quite good because there are only physical interactions existing between PA and mullite. The melting and solidifying temperatures of the optimal PA/mullite FSPCM were 64.1 °C and 58.7 °C, respectively. The enthalpy of PA/mullite FSPCM reached 50.8 J/g for melting process and 58.3 J/g for solidifying process. The thermal cycle test indicated the FSPCM has excellent thermal reliability and a long life cycle. There are about 28.19% weight losses of PA/mullite FSPCM even if the ambient temperature exceeds 600 °C, while PA almost lost all the weight when the heating temperature was up to 400 °C., indicating that the thermal stability of the PA had improved significantly after the PA was absorbed into the porous mullite. The PA/mullite FSPCM had a good thermal stability. Due to the relatively high thermal conductivity of mullite, the thermal conductivity of PA/mullite FSPCM has been enhanced considerably. Based on all the results, the PA/Mullite FSPCM has a good application prospect in the field of indoor hot water systems, due to its good thermophysical properties. 
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